The new national biometric electronic ID card of the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria

**Advanced security feature**
Strong visible security feature (Sealys Window)
A transparent window created inside the card: hard to copy and easy to check

**Holographic optical element**
Strong protection against copy or portrait substitution

**High security printing**
Printed card background with advanced features and special inks

**National identification number (NIN)**
Printed and also stored within the micro-processor

**Travel document**
The eID is also an ICAO-compliant travel document

**Biometrics**
Two fingerprints securely stored in the micro-processor

**Polycarbonate card body**
More durable, secure and temper-resistant card body
Laser-engraving provides maximum protection against data manipulation and forgery

**E-Government**
Electronic certificates for authentication and electronic signature
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